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SUMMARY

Among DOE's goals for inertial confinement fusion is support of con-

struction of a heavy ion facility for demonstration experiments on deute-

rium tritium (DT> pellets with ion beams of 25-100 kJ energy. Three

accelerator laboratories (Argonne, Berkeley, and Brookhaven) are actively

engaged in accelerator development toward this concept. This paper will

analyze and compare several accelerator systems which could meet the

criteria for these demonstration experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Strong interest has recently been generated in the use of high ener-

gy heavy ions for the compression and ignition of the fusion reaction in

smali pellets of a DT mixture. The rapid evolution of this interest is

partly due to the work done on pellet dynamics for the laser fusion and

electron beam fusion programs. Additionally, however, there are several

apparent advantages in the use of high energy heavy Ions as the ignition

source. These include good energy deposition properties, the relatively

high efficiency of accelerators, and their Inherently high repetition

rate and reliability. Ranges of heavy ions in dense matter are very

short so that ion energies of tens of GeV can be utilized, reducing the

current requirements to kiloamperes rather than the megamperes required

of electron and proton beams. Accumulation of several megajoules of ions

utilizing' existing high energy accelerator technology appears feasible.

A group of accelerator and pellet physicists participating in the

1976 ERDA summer study on ion beam fusion found the concepts very prom-

ising. The requirements of the ion beam for igniting pellets adequate

for power plants of 1000 MW electric were specified by the target group

at that study. The accelerator requirements were given' as a beam ener-

gy of 10 MJ in a shaped pulse with 60/5 of the energy in the last 10 nsec

for a peak power of 600 TW, a specific energy deposition rate of 30 MJ/g,
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a minimum accelerator efficiency of 10%, and a repetition rate of 2/sec.

Each of the accelerator laboratories Involved (Argonne, Berkeley, and.

Brookhaven) have been considering these^requirements In addition to ini-

tiating a research and development effort toward resolving some of the

outstanding questions in the heavy ion fusion concept. It is quite clear,

however, that such an accelerator system would cost a few hundred million

dollars. Such costs are not unreasonable for a power plant of this size.

However, an initial demonstration of the feasibility of the concept on a

considerably smaller scale would be desirable. DOE has established the

goal of such an accelerator facility for a heavy ion demonstration exper-

iment (HIDE) beginning construction In FYI98I. For this demonstration,

we have taken the ion beam requirements to be a total beam energy of

100 kJ in a shaped pulse with a peak power of 60 TW and a specific energy

deposition rate of 20 MJ/g. The pulse shaping Is such that 60? of the

energy Is to occur in the final time interval, which In this case is

I nsec. For the purposes of design of the accelerator system, then it

would seem reasonable to have the capability of delivering all of the

beam in this time interval, or a square pulse of peak power 100 TW.

These criteria have been used in the accelerator calculations which fol-

low.

There are many accelerator configurations suitable for achieving the

above goals. The ion beam fusion working group at Argonne is currently

investigating the design of rapid cycling synchrotrons with storage rings

because such systems appear to be the most economical. For the purposes

of the comparisons of this paper, however, I have chosen to consider

accelerator systems composed of a conventional linear accelerator to full

energy followed by one or more storage rings to accumulate the required

beam energy. Such systems are easier to analyze and illustrate adequate-

ly all of the trade-offs between ion mass and ion charge state. As in
o

earlier reports, it will be clear that one can meet the requirements

with a wide range of ions and charge states.

In this paper, I will compare accelerator systems for Bi at the
209

highest and lowest ion energy allowed by the assumptions, Bi at the

highest charge state allowed, (+8), Xe , and Kr . The latter are

the highest charge states allowed for these two ions, with the assump-

tions chosen for the demonstration experiment. It is not necessarily

true that these charge states would be the maximum allowed for the



accelerator system of a power plant. We now consider that 200^g would be

a more promising ion in the mass range around 200 than Bi because of prac-
209ticaJ source questions- The results presented here for Bi are very

similar to those that would be obtained with Hg, however.

DISCUSSION

One of the limitations presented by the target group at the 1976

ERDA summer study was that the target radius should not be smaller than

I mm nor larger than I cm. This restriction, together with the total en-

ergy desired, the specific energy deposition rate, and the range-energy

relationship, serves to define the maximum and minimum ion energy for any

particular ion. The allowed ion energies for Bi are illustrated in Fig. I

for three different requirements on total beam energy. One notes the

significant reduction in allowed ion energy as the beam energy require-

ments are reduced. While this reduction will lead to some cost savings

desired for a demonstration facility, it means that the required current

does not decrease as rapidly over the power plant requirements.

Figure 2 shows the range of ion energies allowed for Bi, Xe, Kr, and

Ar ions with the beam energy assumptions for the demonstration experiment.

Thus, the peak ion energy is approximately 12 GeV for Bi, 6 GeV for Xe,

3 GeV for Kr, and I GeV for Ar. The minimum ion energy for each of these

ions has been chosen as 500 MeV for reasons of feasible current multipli-

cation factors as will be discussed later.

It is instructive to analyze the problem In terms of the required

current multiplication factor from the ion source to the target. Since

the peak power Is specified, then for any assumed source current the

required current multiplication factor is a simple function of the linac

voltage independent of ion or charge state (where the current refers to

electrical current rather than particle current). For the demonstration

experiment, we assume a requirement of 100 TW in a square pulse I nsec

long (which becomes 60 TW peak in a shaped pulse). We will also assume

50 mA electrical from the linac for any ion or charge state. This

assumption corresponds to that stated by the ion source group at the

1976 ERDA summer study. The group felt that source currents of 100 mA of

singly charged ions of any mass including uranium could be produced with

a normalized emittance of 0.02 crn-mrad (area/ir). Allowing a factor of

two beam loss for injection and capture in the linac and a factor of five



emittance dilution through the preacceierator and Iinac, one should ob-

tain a beam of 50 mA with a normalized emittance of O.I cm-mrad. For the

higher charge states, we assume a source of singly charged ions and ac-

celeration in this state to an appropriate energy for stripping to the

desired charge state. In the stripping process, a range of charge states

will be produced so that particle current will be lost. We assume, how-

ever, that the increased charge state will balance the loss of particle

current so that the electrical current will be preserved. Of course, the

possibility exists that the electrical current can be increased in this

process.

With the assumed source current, the required current multiplication

factor is shown in Fig, 3. There are several processes which can be util-

ized to increase the Iinac current. The increase in velocity in a syn-

chrotron during acceleration results in an amplification of the current.

This mechanism, however, is not involved in the accelerator systems con-

sidered here. Injection of S turns into a circular machine (synchrotron

or storage ring) multiplies the injected current by this factor. One

might also increase the Iinac current by combining the beams frcm several

linacs,^ by utilizing intermediate accumulation rings,^ or by the "box

car" approach suggested by Maschke. Any of these methods increase the

transverse emittance of the beam, and all will be included in the multi-

pi ication factor S.

Additional current multiplication can be achieved by longitudinal

compression of the beam. Normal rf bunching in a circular machine is an

example of longitudinal compression such that the instantaneous current

does not generally exceed the space charge limit of the ring. Maschke^

has pointed out that greater longitudinal compression can be achieved by

strong rf fields, such that the current can greatly exceed the space

charge limit provided the compression is accomplished in a time short

compared to the transverse blowup due to resonances. We will include all

types'of longitudinal compression into the current multiplication factor

L . •

Finally, the total current on the target is the sum of the currents

in each of the beams which are simultaneously focussed onto the target.

This final current multiplication factor, the number of beam transport

lines, will be labelled NQ.



The total current multiplication factor, K, is then the product of

S, L, and Ng. As in earlier work if we take as upper limits for each

of the individual factors the values S < 400, L < 100, N_ < 100, then
— — t s -

the maximum value of K is 4 x 10 , as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3.

With these assumptions, the minimum value of the linac voltage is 500 MV

for any Ion and, hence, determines the minimum value of energy for singly

charged ions at 500 MeV. For this reason, the low energy end of the

curves of Fig. 2 was terminated at this energy.

RESULTS

There are two factors that are more critical for the accelerator

system for the demonstration experiment than for that designed for a

large power plant. First is the decrease in pulse time from 10 nsec to

I nsec. Equivalently for a decrease in total beam energy of a factor of

100 (from 10 MJ to 100 kJ), the peak power required only decreased by a

factor of 10. The short pulse duration for the demonstration experiment

has strong implications on the required longitudinal compression and the

minimum number of beams transported to the target. Second is the reduc-

tion In ion beam energy. Lower energy of the ions reduces the amount of

power that can be carried in transport lines so that for any given total

power, more beam lines must be utilized.

The revolution time in a circular ring is given by

where y is the total ion energy in units of the rest mass, A fs the nu-

cleon mass number, B is the average magnetic field in tesla, and q the

ionic charge state.

The ions are quite nonrelativistic for the conditions chosen so that

Y~l. For an ion mass of 200 nucleon masses, an ionic charge of +1, and

an average magnetic field of 3 T, the revolution period is approximately

4000 nsec. To manipulate this beam so that it all is incident on the

target in I nsec requires a strong longitudinal compression and a large '

harmonic number (number of separate bunches around the circumference).

The total number of beams to be transported is the product of this har-

monic number and the number of storage rings required to accumulate the

given total beam energy.



The power that can be transmitted by a transport system of alter-

nately focussing and defocussing quadrupoles is approximately given by

= 0.775 (zB^T'"[-}"" TI 7 / 3(Y-D TW (2)

where e is the beam emittance in cm-mrad, B~ is the pole tip field (or

field at the maximum beam radius) in tesla. It has been shown6 that this

formula is not strictly accurate and that the power that can be trans-

ported ?n such a system is a function of -the aperture. For practical

purposes, however, the relationship is useful in indicating a degree of

difficulty. The reduction in ion energy for the demonstration experiment

leads to a faster decrease of power transport capability. Hence, the

required number of beam transport lines increases. In all of the exam-

ples calculated which utilize the lowest possible linac voltage, one

finds that this factor limits the minimum voltage so that the number of

beam lines to the target not exceed 100. With certain assumptions on the

beam emittance (e = 2/n), the minimum linac voltage using 100 beam trans-

port lines is 2.6 GV for Bi + I, 2.3 GV for Xe + I, 2 GV for Kr + I, and 1.5 GV

for Bi + 8, Xe + 4, and Kr + 2.

Five possible accelerator systems capable of satisfying the require-

menis for the demonstration experiment are shown in Table I. All employ

a conventional linear accelerator with an output of 50 mA electrical and

one or more storage rings. The storage rings are all assumed to have an

average magnetic field of 3 T. Case I is the maximum energy of Bi ion

(12 GeV) that meets the target,condition, r >̂  I mm. It requires one

storage ring of 77.4 m radius with a useful acceptance of I.64 cm-mrad.

The number of injected turns Is 34 and the longitudinal compression L

(the product of the inverse of the bunching factor and an additional

final longitudinal bunching which exceeds the space charge limit) is' I00.

The limit set for longitudinal compression and the revolution time in the

storage ring combine to fix the harmonic number and, hence, number of

beam transport lines to be 48. In all other cases, the number of beam

transport lines is determined by the requirement (approximately) for

N D < I00 and the linac voltage determined such that each beam line can

transport I TW with a pole tip field of I T.

Case 2 is the minimum energy of Bi ion that can meet this crite-

rla. It also requires only one storage ring, approximately half the



radius of that of case I but with a much larger aperture represented by

the acceptance (emittance of the beam) of 12 cm-mrad. In comparing these

two cases, one recognizes that the cost of the storage ring is related to

Bp and the aperture area. The latter Is roughly proportional to e since

each transverse dimension is proportional to Js. Hence, the storage ring

for case 2 is apt to be several -fines more than that for case I. How-

ever, in both of these cases, the cost of the linac, which varies approx-

imately linearly with its voltage, would likely be the overwhelming cost.

Therefore, one would expect the cost of the accelerator system of case 2

to be much less than that of case I.

TABLE I. POSSIBLE ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS

Ion

Linac Voltage (GV)

Ion Energy (GeV)

No. Storage Rings

Magnetic Field (T)

Radius (m)

e (cm-mrad)

Injection, S

I/Bf
Longitudinal Bunching

No. Beam Lines

rj (cm)

6,. (mrad)

Bi

12

12

1

3

77

1

34

7,

13

48

0,

16,

+ 1

.4

.64

.3

.7

.1

.4

Bi + I

2.

2.

1

3

35.

12.

161

2.

19.

100

0.

36

1

6

6

6

0

4

5

33

Bi + 8

1.5

12

6

3

9.6

5.63

400

2.1

16.0

96

0.1

56

Xe + 4

1

6

5

3

10,

6.

400

1.

17.

100

0.

63

.5

.8

.32

,9

6

1

Kr+2

1.5

3

4

3

12.2

7.18

400

1.7

19.9

100

0.1

72

Case 3 is the highest charge state for the Bi ion that will meet

the demonstration experiment requirement with the assumptions used. The

ion energy of 12 GeV is the maximum allowed by the target criteria. The

charge of +8 will allow I TW to be transported in each of 100 beams and

fixes the linac voltage at 1.5 GV. Six storage rings are now required,

but they have relatively small radii (at 3 T ) . The first order storage

ring cost (product of number of rings, magnetic field, radius, and beam



emittance) is less than for case 2. In addition, the linac voltage

(hence, cost) is less than 60? that of case 2. It seems clear, therefore,

that the cost of this accelerator system is less than that of case 2-

One possible problem is that there is only 34 nsec between beam bunches,

and this is somewhat short for the rise time of extraction kicker magnets.

One can alleviate this situation by reducing the magnetic field and in-

creasing the radius of the storage rings.

Cases 4 and 5 are similar calculations for the maximum charge states

of Xe and Kr ions. For these cases, the radius of the storage rings is

also relatively small. The small increase in radius and in emittance as

one considers lighter ions is compensated by the fewer number of rings

required so that there does not appear to be much difference between

cases 3, 4, and 5.

CONCLUSION

It has appeared that for the accelerator systems considered here,

higher charge states lead to more economical accelerator systems subject

to their capability to meet the requirements. The result depends on the

assumption of maintaining the electrical current in the stripping process

from an initial singly charged ion beam. This conclusion reinforces an
2 7earlier result * for accelerator systems designed for higher power where

lighter ions and higher charge states appeared to be more economical.

Since the minimum ion mass and the maximum charge state are determined

by some assumed constraint, it is clear that the technical difficulty

increases as one goes to lighter ions and higher charge states. The

optimum choice may thus be somewhat subjective.

In dropping tha total beam energy requirement to 100 kJ in order to

make an economic demonstration facility feasible, several new problems

were introduced. These combined to require that very significant longi-

tudinal compression is still required as well as many beam lines. The

decrease In energy did not lead to a corresponding decrease in technical

difficulty. The question of the optimum size in terms of beam energy for

an accelerator system to demonstrate the practicality of pellet fusion by

he'avy ions is thus quite pertinent and the answer not at all obvious.
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Fig. I. Target radius versus ion energy for ̂ 9 B i ions with three dif

ferent assumptions of total beam energy and specific energy deposition

rates.
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Fig. 2. Target radius versus ion energy for the assumed requirements of

the demonstration experiment (100 kJ-20 MJ/g) for four different ions.
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Fig. 3. Required current multiplication factor for a source current of

50 mA electrical as a function of IInac voltage V for a peak power level

of 100 TW.


